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  THE DETAILS  
  MAKE THE 
DIFFERENCE 

QUALITY – MADE IN GERMANY
For over 60 years, the Nolte name has been synonymous with high-quality 
furniture made in Germany. The youngest member now entering the 
family is Nolte SPA – exquisitely designed and manufactured in top 
quality at Nolte Küchen, Germany’s favourite kitchen brand.

We manufacturer our furniture nowhere else but in Germany – not least 
too because we can be certain that the infrastructure provides the 
optimum basis for producing in the most resource-friendly way possible. 
At our production sites, modern filter systems make sure that no pollutants 
get into the environment. All packaging material can be recycled without 
a problem, and a perfected logistics system guarantees that a new 
bathroom reaches its user by the shortest route.

For us, providing you with service you can  
rely on goes without saying – in exactly the  
way you have come to expect from Nolte!

The forest is one of the most impor-
tant places there is. Not only for us 
human beings and for animals, but 
also in particular for us as furniture 
manufacturers. With wood as its 
renewable raw material, it’s the basis 
for everything we produce.

VF-SPA-USP-GB 
Subject to technical change without notice.  
Colour shades may sometimes vary slightly from original  
colours for printing and photographic reasons. 
Nolte SPA GmbH · Konrad-Nolte-Straße 20 · 76726 Germersheim 
Mailing address: Anni-Nolte-Straße 4 · 32584 Löhne 
Phone +49 5732 / 899-1500 · www.nolte-spa.com · info@nolte-spa.de
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Bathroom idea NOVA LACK high-gloss night black

Bathroom idea PLUS platinum grey soft mat

Bathroom components featured: Front NOVA LACK 73N – genuine lacquer in  
high-gloss night black · MatrixArt handleless with recessed handle profile in black (G591)  
and Emotion lighting · Carcase quartz grey (QGD) with lacquered visible sides in gloss  
night black (G67) · 25 mm washstand top in bough oak platinum (E29) ·  
Mirror with Emotion lighting, variable size

Bathroom components featured: Front PLUS 60P – platinum grey  
soft mat laminate with anti-fingerprint finish · Handle trim in stainless steel  
look (G560) · Carcase in platinum grey (PGD) · 25 mm washstand top  
in mocha ash (E34) · Mirror with Emotion lighting 



Thanks to the interior decor,  
cabinets in carcase  

colours are identical in  
decor both inside and out.  

On request, visible sides  
are also available in front  

colour for selected decors.

Cabinet interiors are  
perfectly protected  

from dust and moisture so  
typical of the bathroom  

environment. This is ensured  
by the sealing edge in  

matching decor.

Our washstand base units  
are available in heights of  

60 and 45 cm. 

The LED Emotion lighting  
can be used in a variety  

of ways – whether for  
mirror cabinets, in open  
compartments or other  

cabinet types. Light colour  
temperature can also be  

changed – either by  
gesture or remote control.

Washstands are  
provided with a  
U-bend cut-out,  
including cosmetics  
tray, as standard.

MatrixArt – the handleless  
bathroom. The end-to-end  

finger pulls are available  
with optional LED  
Emotion lighting.  

Genuine lacquer fronts  
are optionally available  

with lacquered  
surrounding element.

All lighting elements  
provide an IP44 protection  
rating which means they  
meet all requirements in  
the bathroom environment.

Nolte SPA also offers  
function mirrors that  

can be varied in width.

Heavy-duty fittings  
on washstands and  

accessory furniture provide  
the firmest possible  

attachment to the wall.

For handleless  
bathrooms, the side  
panel comes in a  
variety of finishes.

High-quality  
hinges as well  

as drawers and  
pull-outs for  

long-lasting quality.

Our range features  
a variety or mirror  
and mirror-cabinet  
options, some with  
doors that are  
mirrored on both sides.

Nolte SPA not only gives  
you mineral-cast washstands  

and high-quality ceramic 
top-mounted washbasins  
but an extensive range of  

accessories too. 

At Nolte SPA you can expect to get a perfected collection  
of on-trend colours and decor finishes. Typical Nolte too,  
you can always plan the right bathroom for your taste and 
demand. 

Yet beyond this, it’s the details that make the difference,  
setting our bathrooms apart from the run of the mill.  
Take a look for yourself!

THESE ARE THE BENEFITS  
YOU GET FROM NOLTE SPA


